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The Alabama Digital Preservation Network (ADPNet)
by Aaron Trehub (Assistant Dean for Library Technology, Auburn University Libraries, 231 Mell St., Auburn University, AL, 36849; Phone: 334-844-1716; Fax: 334-844-4424) <trehua@auburn.edu> http://adpn.org/

The Alabama Digital Preservation Network (ADPNet) is a geographically distributed digital preservation network for the state of Alabama — the first working statewide Private LOCKSS Network (PLN) in the United States. Inspired by Auburn University's experience with another LOCKSS-based initiative, the MetaArchive Cooperative, ADPNet was designed from the outset to be a low-cost, low-maintenance digital preservation solution for libraries, archives, museums, and other cultural heritage institutions in the state. It was also designed to be a model for other states and consortia that are interested in exploring a distributed digital preservation solution.

Work on ADPNet began in late 2006 under a two-year National Leadership Grant from the Bureau of the Census. That grant ended in September 2008, and ADPNet is now a self-sustaining, member-managed program operating under the auspices of the Network of Alabama Academic Libraries (NAAL), a department of the Alabama Commission on Higher Education in Montgomery.

ADPNet currently has seven member institutions: the Alabama Department of Archives & History (ADAH), Auburn University, Birmingham Southern Hill College, Troy University, the University of Alabama, the University of Alabama at Birmingham, and the University of North Alabama. The network hopes to recruit new member institutions this year.

Why Alabama?

Alabama is an attractive candidate for a geographically distributed digital preservation network for several reasons. The first is the prevalence of hurricanes, tornadoes, flooding, and other natural disasters, especially on and around Alabama’s Gulf coast. In the past ten years, Alabama has been hit by at least four major hurricanes and many more tropical storms. In 2005, Hurricane Katrina devastated the coastal communities of Bayou la Batre and Coden and flooded downtown Mobile. The coastal communities are not the only parts of the state that have suffered from natural disasters, however. The interior of the state is vulnerable to tornadoes. In March 2007 a tornado swept through Enterprise, Alabama, destroying a high school and causing ten deaths. The second factor is Alabama’s financial situation. Alabama is a relatively poor state, ranking 44th out of 50 in per capita real GDP in 2007. There isn’t a lot of money to throw around, which means that technical solutions will have to be simple, robust, and above all inexpensive to implement and maintain. Finally, Alabama is home to a rich and growing array of digital collections at libraries, archives, and museums. Many of these collections can be found in AlabamaMosaic, a statewide repository of digital materials on all aspects of Alabama’s history, geography, and cultures. AlabamaMosaic currently contains over 20,000 digital objects from fifteen institutions around the state, and the number continues to grow. This combination of circumstances — extreme weather, meager state financial resources, and rich digital collections — made Alabama an ideal test-case for a simple, inexpensive, but effective digital-preservation solution like LOCKSS.

Although ADPNet was originally inspired by and has some similarities with the MetaArchive Cooperative, there are important differences between the two initiatives. First and most importantly, the Alabama network is a single-state solution. This has simplified governance and allowed the network to be absorbed into an existing legal and administrative entity, one with a board and a committee structure already in place. Second, the Alabama network was designed to be a practical solution to a pressing statewide problem, not a research-and-development project. In order to attract participants, ADPNet had to be simple, robust, and above all inexpensive. This, and the fact that only one or two institutions in Alabama had had any prior experience with LOCKSS, meant that the members opted for the simplest, least expensive hardware and software solutions available, in the hope that these would be easier to deploy and manage and more attractive to other institutions in the state. (It should be pointed out, however, that although ADPNet’s focus is not research and development, it has contributed at least one important addition to the LOCKSS toolbook: a generic LOCKSS plugin for harvesting CONTENTdm collections). Finally, unlike the MetaArchive, ADPNet is not a fee-based service organization. Rather, the preservation network is intended to complement AlabamaMosaic, another statewide initiative that has been kept going by in-kind contributions from its participating institutions. In other words, ADPNet was designed to run on relatively small expenditures and sweat equity, not on recurring infusions of grant money or annual membership fees. To some degree these differences reflect Alabama’s expense-averse institutional culture. They also reflect a preference for self-sufficiency and informality where administrative arrangements are concerned.

Why LOCKSS?

LOCKSS was originally designed to harvest and archive e-journals. The MetaArchive project demonstrated that LOCKSS technology could also be used to harvest, archive, and preserve locally-created digital content. Our experience with MetaArchive showed us that LOCKSS was simple, robust, and easy to maintain. It also ran on inexpensive hardware — a crucial consideration in Alabama. And we were impressed with the level of technical support provided by the LOCKSS staff. In a series of conversations in late 2005, Auburn and six other Alabama institutions agreed to pool resources to build a LOCKSS-based preservation network for the state if external start-up funding could be obtained. NAAL Director Sue Medina and I drafted and submitted a funding proposal to the IMLS in January 2006. The proposal was funded in September 2006; it provided support for equipment and travel to the seven participating institutions through September 2008. Crucially, it also covered those institutions’ annual membership fees in the LOCKSS Alliance for the same period. For their part, the institutions split the equipment costs with IMLS and contributed staff time and other in-house resources to the project.

Accomplishments

At its inception, ADPNet identified four specific tasks. The first was to highlight the importance of preserving digital content among libraries, academic institutions, state agencies, and other cultural heritage institutions in Alabama. The second, to demonstrate the feasibility of state-based, low-cost models for digital preservation by creating a working example of such a network in Alabama. Third, to create an administrative structure to manage the network and assure its long-term sustainability. And fourth, to demonstrate that the network can support different types of digital content from different types of institutions, from public libraries and small colleges to large state agencies.

The network has achieved or is in the process of achieving all four tasks. On the technical side, ADPNet has been up and running since 2007. The network currently consists of seven LOCKSS nodes, each with a terabyte and a half of storage capacity. Each member institution has contributed content to the network, and almost 40 digital collections (“archival units,” in LOCKSS-speak) have been harvested to date. They contain image, text, audio, and video files and include the 1867 Alabama voter registration volumes at ADAH; historical photographs from the Alabama Cooperative Extension Service collection at Auburn University; images of book bindings published in the Confederate States of America at the University of Alabama; and audio files of oral history interviews with civic leaders in Birmingham at the University of Alabama at Birmingham (for a partial list of member contributed content, see “Collections” at http://adpn.org/). More digital content is on the way.

On the administrative side, the network drafted a governance policy that was adopted by NAAL at its annual business meeting in October 2008 (the policy is available on the ADPNet Website, under “Resources”). ADPNet has a long-term governance structure consisting of two committees: the Steering Committee and the Technical Policy Committee. Every participating institution has the right to appoint a member to the Steering Committee, which in turn solicits nominations for the Technical

continued on page 47
Policy Committee. Together, the two committees are responsible for the day-to-day management of ADPNet. In keeping with the network’s guiding principles, the requirements for membership are as simple and affordable as we could make them. Participating institutions must agree to install and run a LOCKSS server in the network; contribute content to the network; and join the LOCKSS Alliance for an annual fee. There is no ADPNet membership fee.

Surveys have shown that ADPNet has succeeded in raising awareness of the importance of digital preservation among Alabama libraries, archives, and state agencies. The task now is to translate this increased awareness into participation in ADPNet.

Going Forward

ADPNet’s main mission is to build and sustain a robust, inexpensive distributed digital preservation network for Alabama, but it also hopes to serve as a model for similar networks in other states and other countries who may think they can’t afford to preserve their local digital heritage. Private LOCKSS Networks offer communities a low-cost, highly customizable alternative to more expensive digital preservation solutions. If ADPNet had a motto, it might be “keep it simple and keep it cheap.” This basic approach appears to be working well for Alabama. It remains to be seen whether it will work for other states and consortia, but the signs so far are encouraging.

The Alabama Digital... from page 46

You Gotta Go to School for “This”? — A Rave Review

by Jared A. Seay (Reference Librarian and Head, Media Collections, Addlestone Library, College of Charleston, Charleston, SC 29424) <seayj@cofc.edu> www.cofc.edu/~seay

Oh, for the days when the word “rave” merely referred to speaking or writing enthusiastically (or incoherently) about something. Yet, linguistic evolution marches on. The term “rave” now describes a wild dance party. Certainly this is not news to those among you (you know who you are) who are connoisseurs of dance and scream about something. It involves my youth. In any case, this library rave thing is surreal to see the main floor packed with a seething mass of screaming, dancing, exhilarated students. I think the sight of students crowd surfing across the rotunda amid a blur of shredded textbooks (being precipitated from the second and third floors) was particularly memorable and striking. For those ancient ones among us who have never experienced such a thing (or don’t remember it) the rave has all the noise, chaos, and mayhem of a street riot, but with much less tear gas and much happier people. It is also over as quickly as it begins, which tends to calm the police/security who just stand to the side and grin a lot.

Across the country there are also so-called “silent raves” in which everyone listens to the same music on their iPods. It’s sort of a synchronized, chaotic, silent dance thing. This removes the... continued on page 49
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Assistant Dean for Library Technology, Auburn University

Ralph Brown Draughon Library, 231 Mell St., Auburn University, AL, 36849

Phone: (334) 844-1716 • Fax: (334) 844-4424 • <trehuaj@auburn.edu>

BORN AND LIVED: Born and raised in western Massachusetts. Lived in Canada, California, Washington, D.C., Germany, and Illinois. Currently living in Opelika, AL.

PROFESSIONAL CAREER AND ACTIVITIES: I’m the Assistant Dean for Library Technology at Auburn University, a land-grant university in east-central Alabama. I’m responsible for overseeing all aspects of library technology at Auburn, including the integrated library system and discovery tools, digital collections and initiatives, and the Media and Digital Resource Laboratory (mdRL), a multimedia resource center for students and faculty. I came to Auburn from the University of Illinois Library at Urbana-Champaign, where I held the rank of associate professor of library administration and managed two Web-based, revenue-generating reference services. Before becoming a librarian, I was trained as a Slavist, and worked for some years as a Russian affairs analyst at Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty in Munich, Germany. I have a BA from McGill University, an MA from the Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS), and an MLS from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

FAVORITE BOOKS: Philip Larkin, Collected Poems. This one seems to make the trip from the night table into the suitcase more often than any other.

HOW/WHERE DO I SEE THE INDUSTRY IN FIVE YEARS: In my almost twenty years as a librarian, I have seen a shift in emphasis from content curation to content creation. In other words, I have seen libraries add the creation of new scholarly content, or the publishing of it, to their traditional role as organizers and stewards of content created by other agencies. I have also seen the boundaries between libraries, archives, museums, and other cultural heritage organizations begin to dissolve. I think these are positive developments, and hope they continue. How they will affect the industry and our field in five years, or even three, I don’t pretend to know. Given the events of the past five or six months, long-term prognostication seems rather beside the point. I agree that librarianship is at a fateful juncture, and find the prospect invigorating rather than dismaying. Whatever the challenges ahead may be, I think that we can best serve our profession by joining forces with our counterparts in other institutions and focusing on first principles, which include stewardship, discovery, open access, enrichment, and — the theme of this issue — preservation. That’s our job, and I don’t see it changing.

Aaron Trehub
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